Australian Aboriginal artefacts - Wikipedia
Australian Aboriginal artefacts include a variety of cultural artefacts used by Aboriginal Australians. Most Aboriginal artefacts were multi-purpose and could be used for a variety of different occupations. Spears, clubs, boomerangs and shields were used generally as weapons for hunting and in warfare. Watercraft technology artefacts in the form of dugout and bark ...

Dance in Australia - Wikipedia
Dance has developed in Australia as a form of traditional dance, it draws on traditions from English, Irish, Scottish and other European dances. Favourite dances in the community include dances of European descent, such as the Irish Céilidh “Pride of Erin” and the quadrille “The Lancers”. Locally originated dances include the “Waves of Bondi”, the Melbourne Shuffle ...

Aboriginal cultural heritage | Heritage NSW
Aboriginal people have lived in Australia for more than 60,000 years. This is the oldest living culture in the world.

Aboriginal cultural heritage consists of places, traditions, beliefs, customs, values and objects that represent the living history of past Aboriginal generations and are of important cultural and heritage significance to Aboriginal people.

Evidence of first peoples | National Museum of Australia

Aboriginal Flag: Copyright transferred to Commonwealth
Jan 25, 2022 - The Aboriginal flag will now be freely available for public use after the copyright of the powerful symbol was transferred to the Commonwealth in a $20m agreement.